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Abstract
A set of four structurally-related glycolipids are described: two of them have one glucose unit
connected to either stearic or oleic acid, and two other ones have a di-glucose headgroup
(sophorose) similarly connected to either stearic or oleic acid. The self-assembly properties of
these compounds, poorly known, are important to know due to their use in various fields of
application going from cleaning, cosmetics, medical. At basic pH they all form mainly small
micellar aggregates. At acidic pH, the oleic and stearic derivatives of the mono-glucose form,
respectively, vesicles and bilayer, while the same derivatives of the sophorose headgroup
form micelles and twisted ribbons. We use pH-resolved in-situ Small Angle X-ray Scattering
(SAXS) under synchrotron radiation to characterize pH-dependent mechanism of evolution
from micelles to the more complex aggregates at acidic pH. By pointing out the importance of
the COO-/COOH ratio, melting temperature, T m , of the lipids moieties, hydration of the
glycosidic headgroup, packing parameter, membrane rigidity and edge stabilization, we are
now able to draw a precise picture of the full self-assembly mechanism. This work is a
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didactical illustration of the complexity of the self-assembly process of a stimuli-responsive
amphiphile and during which many concomitant parameters play a key role at different stages
of the process.

Introduction
Stimuli-responsive self-assembly is an active field of research in the domain of soft
matter due to the broad number of potential applications. 1 Block copolymers and lipids are
commonly designed to tune their self-assembly properties in solution as a function of
temperature (e.g. use of N-isopropylacrylamide residues), pH (use of amine or carboxylic acid
residues), ionic force (use of charged residues), etc... 2 Typical self-assembled structures range
for example from simple spherical to branched micelles, disks, vesicles, sheets, fibers,1,3,4,5
and the morphological relationship between them is generally considered to rely on the
molecular structure, according to the well-known packing parameter relationship. 6 Cone-like
molecular morphologies tend to form curved objects, like micelles, while cylinder-shaped
molecules rather form bilayers. Although this simplistic view can explain or even predict the
shape of the micellar aggregates for various amphiphilic systems on a thermodynamic basis
(e.g. ethylene oxide, ionic, gemini surfactants, ...), 7,8,9,10 it fails to describe many experimental
facts, as this is well-known among physico-chemists. 11 Other factors, often concomitant, play
crucial roles in determining the structure-property relationship in soft systems. Typical factors
influencing the self-assembly properties of lipids and block copolymers are the presence of
Coulomb attraction/repulsion forces, the nature of counterions, temperature, hydration,
rigidity of the aliphatic chain, entropy gain/loss, kinetics, steric repulsion, chirality, Hbonding, mechanical, etc... The following examples of surfactants illustrate this point: gemini
surfactants, and in particular quaternary ammonium-based ones, are known to form micelles
in water. 12 However, in the presence of an organic acid as counterion, they can form
helical/twisted fibers. 13 Fatty acid salts are known to form micelles under basic pH conditions
whereas they become immiscible in their acidic form. However, in a narrow pH range
between 7 and 9, they are able to form vesicular objects under accurate control of the starting
conditions and the COO-/COOH ratio. Phospholipids, the major constituent of the cell
membrane, generally form planar bilayers. However, upon change of the water osmotic
pressure, or upon introduction of a co-surfactant (bile salts are often described in the
literature), the bilayer membrane curvature can be modified. 14 Vesicles, interesting objects for
their encapsulation properties which are often used in drug delivery applications,1 are
commonly obtained through mechanical treatment (shear force, filtration, sonication) of
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lamellar phospholipid phases. 15 The examples above show the high degree of complexity in
the fundamental understanding of amphiphilic systems and, above all, in the beforehand
prediction of the most stable final structure. A further example is provided by the selfassembly properties of peptide nanotubes, for which the mechanism of formation was
reported to depend on the way they are prepared, either by dispersion of the peptide in water
at room temperature (dissolution reassembly mechanism) or by a heating-cooling step
(oriented attachment). 16 If, in this specific case, the process is believed to depend on the
different supersaturation level of the peptide in solution, the importance of kinetics in selfassembly has also been emphasized in the last decade, as largely described by Leng et al.; 17
for instance, the rate at which a given stimulus is applied (e.g. slow variation in temperature
or in pH induces the formation of large, or more aggregated, vesicles in glycol-based or
phospholipid amphiphiles) is known to have a potential effect. 18,19 If an exhaustive list of
examples is practically impossible, the main message is that it is impossible nowadays to
predict the self-assembly properties in solution of a given compound on the sole basis of its
molecular structure.
In this work we present four microbial sugar-based bolaamphiphiles, of which the
chemical structures are closely related and of which the self-assembly behavior could be
expected to be similar. Two structurally-similar sophorolipid molecules have been selected,
both containing a glucose β1,2 disaccharide (sophorose) as hydrophilic head, but a different
C18 fatty acid tail, namely oleic acid for the SL-C18:1 (monounsaturation in position 9,10)
compound and stearic acid for the SL-C18:0 (fully saturated), as shown in Figure 1. The
second set of compounds has exactly the same fatty acid tails, but a single β-D-glucose
hydrophilic headgroup, instead of the disaccharide (G-C18:1 and G-C18:0 compounds, Figure
1).
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Figure 1 – Chemical structures of SL-C18:1 and SL-C18:0 sophorolipids, G-C18:1 and G-C18:0
glucolipids.

Sugar-based amphiphiles are a class of molecules which attract much attention due to their
bio-based origin combined to their astonishing self-assembly properties in water. 20,21,22,23,24,25
The broad variety of supramolecular structures (micelles, vesicles, fibers, bilayers, chiral
fibers) 26,27,28 they can form make them valuable substitutes for synthetic, more classical,
families of amphiphiles, like alkylammonium and alkylsulfate salts or block copolymers, and
yet these sugar-based amphiphiles exhibit a rich self-assembly behaviour. Given the
importance of carbohydrates in glycobiology and medicine, 29,30 and the richness of
carbohydrate chemistry, the applications of glycolipids are potentially broader than for
engineered amphiphiles. 31 In addition, the bio-based microbial origin of the glycolipids
selected for this study make them interesting alternative candidates to both petroleum-based
compounds. Microbial glycolipids, also known as “biosurfactants”, have a good
biodegradability, low cytotoxicity, and numerous applications as antimicrobial, antibiofilm,
anticancer, emulsifying and stabilizing agents already exist. 32,33,34 Scaled-up production is
nowadays possible as various companies (e.g., Evonik, Intobio, Jeneil, Soliance) have an
ongoing biosurfactants (sophorolipids in particular) production. If counter arguments against
biosurfactants state that the cost is still high due to limited production and purification
processes, in the long run, this field is expected to grow more and more, as shown by the new
opportunities offered by the selection of genetically-modified strains 35 to increase both
productivity and selectivity.
The glycolipids selected for this work are characterized by two well-known chemical groups
(glucose, fatty acid) which allow direct comparison with more common amphiphiles
(phospholipids, anionic and neutral surfactants, fatty acid salts, alkyl polyglycosides, just to
cite some). However, their bolaform structure, the unusual behaviour of sugars (e.g., via
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oriented hydrogen bonding 36,37) and pH-responsive properties are factors which unpredictably
influence the self-assembly. At basic pH, all selected compounds form micelles as major
component, although the presence of additional aggregates (platelets, bilayers, ill-defined
structures) must also be outlined. 38,39 At acidic pH, SL-C18:1 and SL:C18:0 sophorolipids
respectively assemble into micelles 40,41 and twisted ribbons; 42 in addition, G-C18:1
glucolipids form vesicles while G-C18:0 forms infinite bilayer sheets.39 The aim of this study
is to find insights in the structure-properties relationships and pH-driven assembly mechanism
for a set of structurally-related microbial glycolipids using pH-resolved in-situ Small Angle
X-ray Scattering (SAXS). In particular we will show the tight relationship between the
COOH/COO- ratio, the carbohydrate hydration, the lipid melting temperature, T m , membrane
flexibility and the domain of stability for micelles, ribbons, vesicles and bilayers.

Materials and Methods
Microbial glycolipids are known to be a mixture of similar congeners, of which one
form is generally the majority (> 85%). Figure 1 shows the chemical structures of the most
abundant forms of sophorolipids SL-C18:1 and SL-C18:0 and glucolipids G-C18:1 and GC18:0. SL-C18:1 is obtained from the yeast Starmerella bombicola, its synthesis was
described elsewhere41 and the relative HPLC-ELSD data and composition are given in Figure
S1. SL-C18:0 is obtained from the monounsaturated SL-C18:1 by a chemical modification
step.42 Glucolipid G-C18:1 has been obtained using a modified strain (∆ugtB1) of the yeast S.
bombicola while G-C18:0 is derived from G-C18:1 through hydrogenation. Sophorolipids are
characterized by a glucose β(1,2) disaccharide hydrophilic headgroup while glucolipids
contain a single β-D-glucose hydrophilic headgroup. The synthesis procedure and analysis of
glucolipids is provided in ref. 39. All C18:1 compounds contain a monounsaturation at
position C9,10 of the fatty acid while C18:0 compounds are characterized by a fully saturated
chain.
Table 1 gives the exact composition of each sample used in this work determined by
peak areas ratio in HPLC-ELSD measurements42,39 as well as the previous studies in which
these same batches have been used. Upon use, all compounds are in their acidic (COOH) form
and fully deacetylated. The most abundant species (close to 90% on average) is composed by
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the glycolipid having the glycosidic bond in the sub-terminal, C17, position, as indicated in
Figure 1. However, unavoidable amounts of congeners are always present, a common fact for
all studies on biobased amphiphiles. The largest impurity common to all glycolipids is the
terminal, C18, congener of each lipid and which systematically represents between 6% and
10% of the mixture for all compounds.
Table 1 – Main components of the sophorolipid (SL-) and glucolipid (G-) compounds used in this study.
C18:2, C18:1, C18:0 refer to the number of carbons (C18) in the fatty acid chain and number of
unsaturations (2, 1 or 0). Subterminal (C17) and terminal (C18) refer to the position of the glycosidic bond
in the fatty acid tail with respect to the COOH group (C1). The percentages refer to values estimated by
measuring the peak areas ratio in HPLC-ELSD measurements. Residual congeners in the SL-C18:1
sample batch are given in the Supporting Information (Figure S1). References indicate previous studies in
which these same sample batches have been employed.

Congener

Sample

C18:1,
subterminal

C18:1,
terminal

SL-C18:1

86.0

6.0

SL-C18:0

0

0

G-C18:1
G-C18:0

89.6
0

7.3
0

References
Analysis
C18:2,
C18:0,
C18:0,
by
Former
subterminal subterminal terminal HPLCstudies
ELSD
This
1.0
1.0
0
38, 41
work
38, 42,
0
90
10
42
43
1.3
1.8
0
39
39
0
92.7
7.3
39
39

Sample preparation: a given amount of the desired compound is dissolved into milliQ-grade
water at room temperature to give a concentration of 5 mg/mL. The pH is increased up to
~11.6 by adding 10-15 µL of a 5 M NaOH solution and it is eventually decreased by adding
µL amounts of 0.1 M HCl. This procedure, necessary to solubilize the samples, generates
NaCl. However, this is only a minor drawback because all systems are prepared in the same
way and, consequently, comparable one to the other. In addition, it was shown that the effect
of NaCl in these systems only influences on aggregation: NaCl only affects the aspect ratio of
SL-C18:1 micelles,41 while it impacts fiber aggregation, but not their chirality, on SL-C18:0
sophorolipids. 43 Additional arguments supporting the low impact of NaCl will be discussed in
the text.
pH-resolved in-situ Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS): SAXS experiments have been done
using a flow-through polycarbonate 2 mm capillary connected to the sample-containing
solution at pH 11.6 through a peristaltic pump. The pH was controlled in-situ via a classical
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KCl pH-meter directly located in the experimental hutch and monitored in real time. pH
changes have been obtained by using a 0.1 M HCl solution introduced via a motor-controlled
press-syringe. If the continuous flow-through device avoids beam damage, we could only
acquire 1 spectrum at each pH under this particular set-up, thus making the statistics more
fluctuating than classical ex-situ experimental conditions. Data have been acquired on the
high brilliance ID02 beamline at the ESRF synchrotron (Grenoble, France). Error-bars were
calculated based on the estimated number of photons detected (accounting for the gain and
quantum efficiency of the CCD and phosphor layer), assuming Poisson statistics. The noise of
the detector was accounted for by comparison of dark images. A CCD camera was used to
collect the scattered photons and integrated azimuthally to obtain a typical I(q) spectrum.
Contribution of the solvent (water at pH 11.6) and capillary have been measured prior to the
experiment and duly substracted during the data treatment. All data have been corrected for
the transmission of the direct beam and scaled to be in absolute scale. The detailed analysis of
the SAXS data is presented in the Supporting Information (Figure S2).
Transmission electron Microscopy (TEM). TEM experiments have been performed on FEI
Tecnai 120 Twin microscope operating at 120 kV equipped with a Gatan Orius SC1000 CCD
numeric camera 4k x 4k. A set of TEM images was recorded on a single copper TEM grid
onto which a drop of SL-C18:0 solution at pH 11 and 5 mg/mL has been deposited and locally
exposed to a concentrated HCl solution for a few seconds before the drop is dried. This
operation allows one single grid to contain all objects formed at different stages of their
growth, from the precursor micellar/platelet38 to the twisted ribbon42 state. Previous
experiments43 have shown that for this particular system, conventional TEM observation does
not affect the fibrillar structure and morphology; for this reason we use it here in a qualitative
way to observe the intermediates of the twisted ribbon formation.
HPLC-ELSD analysis. HPLC-ELSD analysis was performed with the Agilent 1260 Infinity
equipped with a Agilent Zorbax Eclipse Plus C18 column (4.6 x 100 mm – 3.5 micron) at
40°C. A flow rate of 1 mL/min was applied and a gradient of two solvents (A: 0,05 % acetic
acid and B: acetonitrile) was applied using the following method: 0 min: 95% A and 5% B, 25
min: 5% A and 95% B, 27 min: 5% A and 95%B and 30 min: 95% A and 5% B.
LC-MS analysis: LC-MS analysis of glucolipids was done on a Shimadzu LC-10-AD HPLC
system (Shimadzu Europe GmbH, Germany) connected to a quadrupole mass spectrometer
(Waters, Milford, MA). Molecules were identified by their native molecular masses after ESI
(electron spray ionization) without collision.
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Results and discussion
Basic pH
The SAXS profiles and corresponding fits above q> 1 nm-1 using a core-shell ellipsoid
of revolution model for all microbial glycolipid samples at pH 11.0 ± 0.3 are given in Figure
2. As it was observed before,39 all samples have a similar scattering profile characterized by
an intense signal below q< 0.3 nm-1 and a signature typical for micellar objects above q> 1
nm-1. Very interestingly, the first oscillation of the form factor above 2 nm-1 shows
remarkable differences between all samples. From a qualitative point of view, SL-C18:1 and
G-C18:1 samples have a similar, rather flat, oscillation, which is, on the contrary, more
pronounced for SL-C18:0 and G-C18:0 systems. It is well-known that specific ion binding on
the hydrophilic polar headgroup modifies the electron spatial distribution with an obvious
influence on the final form factor oscillation; 44,45 however, in this situation, all samples are at
pH 11 and therefore they contain a comparable amount of Na+. For these reasons, one must
attribute the spectroscopic differences to a specific arrangement of the core-shell-solvent
interfaces according to the type of glycolipid employed. To better understand that, we have
fitted all curves with the same Core Shell Ellipsoid of Revolution model (CSERm) form
factor (refer to the Supporting Information for more details) and we have proceeded as
follows in order to understand which are the crucial parameters that have a direct impact on
the form factor oscillation profile.
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Figure 2 – SAXS data (with error bars) corresponding to both sophorolipids and glycolipids (0.5 w%) at
pH 11.0 ± 0.3. The red curves correspond to the fit performed using a core-shell ellipsoid of revolution
form factor model. The fitting procedure for this system has been outlined in the Supporting Information.
The histogram shows the relative variation of the most significant fitting parameters (Radius, aspect ratio
(core, shell), keeping all other constant, for the SL-C18:1, G-C18:1 and G-C18:0 samples and with respect
to the reference compound, SL-C18:1. The modeled ellipsoids structures for each glycolipid are given on
the bottom of the figure.

First of all, we operate a best fit procedure on the reference SL-C18:1 system, as this
was largely studied before both at acidic and basic pH.41,38 We use the values obtained in ref.
38 as starting parameters. The optimized values for this specific system, reported in Table S1,
are comparable to those reported in ref. 38. We then use this set of values to fit the SL-C18:0
and G-C18:1 profiles and we vary all parameters one-by-one so to match the experimental
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curves at best. We find that the aspect ratio (core) has the strongest impact on the fit of the
SL-C18:0 sample, while the radius refines the result. We also find that simultaneous variation
of shell SLD and aspect ratio (shell) is necessary to fit the G-C18:1 system, while changes of
the radius, R, refines the result. Finally, we use the values found for the SL-C18:0 system to
fit the G-C18:0 data and we observe that aspect ratio (shell) and radius only have a minor
impact on the quality of the fit. Interestingly, the thickness, T, does not need variation in any
of the systems and it was kept constant at 3.93 x 10-1 nm. We must stress the fact that these
are not best fits, but only adjustements to understand the least number of critical parameters
accounting for the spectral differences above q> 1 nm-1. For this reason, the absolute values
given in Table S1 should be taken with caution; however, the relative variations of the radius,
aspect ratio (core) and aspect ratio (shell) in all samples with respect to SL-C18:1 are very
informative, as shown in Figure 2.
Given an approximate micellar morphology for the SL-C18:1 sample at pH ~11,
depicted in Table S1, one can see that the saturation of the C 9,10 double bond mainly impacts
the micellar core, which becomes practically spherical, while the shell aspect ratio is
unchanged (sample SL-C18:0). When keeping the unsaturation but reducing the number of
sugar units (sample G-C18:1), the core aspect ratio is unchanged but the shell aspect ratio is
reduced, as illustrated in Table S1. Finally, one glucose unit combined with a
monounsaturation (sample G-C18:0) has a spherical core with a reduced shell aspect ratio.
These data can be generalized as follows: 1) the monounsaturation always drives the
formation of an elliptical hydrophobic core, while saturated compounds always have a
spherical core. 2) The higher the number of sugar units, the larger the shell size in the axial
direction, at constant shell thickness in the equatorial direction. If the second observation is in
agreement with the larger size of the sophorose headgroup if compared to glucose, both
observations taken together could only be explained by the fact that in all samples the
carbohydrate headgroups are mainly located in the axial direction of the shell while the
carboxylate groups are probably located in both axial and equatorial directions of the shell.
Meanwhile, all saturated (C18:0) compounds seem to form a homonegeous spherical core,
while monounsaturated ones (C18:1) tend to be in an ellipsoidal volume, the difference
between them probably originating from a combination between electrostatic repulsions of the
carboxylate groups and differences in the rigidity of the aliphatic chain at room temperature.
In all cases, the core size below 1 nm is in agreement with previous studies41 on
sophorolipids, suggesting interpenetration and bending phenomena of the aliphatic chain, as
predicted by Nagarajan 46 on bolaform amphiphiles. Nevertheless, we are never able to
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describe the system with a homogenous hydrophilic shell, a fact which, even if it was
proposed by Nagarajan,46 was demonstrated not to be true in the case of SL-C18:1
sophorolipid micelles at pH below 7.

pH-resolved morphology transitions
Addition of HCl to the systems described just above drives important morphological
changes below a critical pH value, characteristic for each glycolipid.39 Turbidity experiments
have shown that pH values of 7.4, 6.2 and 7.8 mark the transition for, respectively, SL-C18:0,
G-C18:1 and G-C18:0 into twisted ribbons, vesicles and infinite bilayer sheets.42,39 As for SLC18:1, no transition pH could be defined on the basis of light scattering experiments.42 The
corresponding pH-dependent in-situ SAXS experiments on all samples are shown on Figure 3,
while the corresponding contour plots are presented in Figure S3. From a qualitative point of
view one can see that all systems present a continuous spectral evolution from basic to acidic
pH and that the spectral signature is unchanged from pH ~12 to pH ~8. More specifically:
a)

the broad signal above q> 1 nm-1 for the SL-C18:1 system (Figure 3) becomes more

visible at lower pH, thus putting in evidence a clear rearrangement of the electron density
distribution in the micelle, the characteristic signal of which41 also becomes evident in the
low-q region below q< 1 nm-1. The SL-C18:1 contour plot in Figure S3 shows the appearance
of the first minimum of the form factor (white arrow), and intense scattering below q< 1 nm-1,
at pH= ~6.5.
b)

The G-C18:1 system in Figure 3 shows the evolution from the micellar region at pH

above 8 to the vesicle domain39 at acidic pH, characterized by intense scattering at q< 1 nm-1
and the formation of a broad oscillation at q> 1 nm-1. Below pH 4 a white precipitate forms,
characterized by a diffraction pattern typical of a lamellar phase.39 Countour plots of G-C18:1
in Figure S3 visually show the phase transition in the 7.5 < pH < 6 region between the
micelles and the vesicles by following the minimum of the form factor (arrow 1) and the
appearance of the broad oscillation, attributable to the forming vesicles (arrow 2). Figure 3
also shows the appearance of the diffraction peaks below pH 4.
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Figure 3 – 3D line intensity plots of the pH-resolved SAXS experiments for all glycolipids at 0.5 wt% in
water.

c)

The G-C18:0 system in Figure 3 evolves from a micellar system at basic pH towards a

bilayer sheet at acidic pH.39 As for the G-C18:1, the form factor oscillation at q> 1 nm-1
(micelle) transforms into a broad oscillation attributable to a bilayer morphology. This is
shown in the G-C18:0 contour plot in Figure S3, where one can see that the micelle-to-bilayer
transition region is concentrated in a narrow pH range below 8.5.
d)

Finally, the SL-C18:0 system shown in Figure 3 shows a persistent micellar signature

until a sharp transition to the twisted ribbon phase occurs, characterized by the appearance of
a broad diffraction peak, characteristic of the molecular packing of these molecules within the
ribbon plane.42 The contour plot in Figure S3 shows a direct view of the micelle-to-ribbon
transition, the pH of which is situated in the vicinity of pH= 7. The ribbon phase is stable
down to pH= 3, at least.
To better understand which structural parameter drives the morphological changes
between the phases at basic and acidic pH, one can plot two model-independent parameters,
the fractal dimension, D f , and the minimum of the form factor oscillation, q min , as well as the
model-dependent parameters. The pH-dependent evolution of the micellar fit parameters in
the region above q> 1 nm-1 (Figure 5) can also be used to understand their role in the
12

transitions.
Large-scale objects and evolution of q min .
The pH-dependent evolution of the slope at q-values below q< ~0.7 nm-1 is
informative at the morphological transitions on large scales (> ~10 nm). The value of the
slope in log-log scale can either be related to a well-defined morphology (e.g., -1 for
cylinders, -2 for flat objects) 47 or to fractal objects, 48 even if polydispersity can also influence
the value of the slope. Considering our data, we have analyzed the q-region below q< ~0.3
nm-1 and between ~0.3 < q [nm-1] < ~0.7 separately, where these values are to be considered
as approximate, the exact ones being indicated on Figure 4. The SL-C18:1 sophorolipid
(Figure 4) shows the presence of large scale objects (black line) coexisting with small
micelles from basic pH down to pH ~7, below which the size of the micelles increases to form
cylinders (red line, -1 slope). This result agrees well with published data on this system,
where nanoscale platelets coexist with micelles at pH 11,38 while elongated ellipsoids form
below pH 7. The data in Figure 4 show that the platelet aggregates are stable up to pH ~8
point at which elongated micelles are predominant. The concomitant increase in the micellar
size (taken here as two times the radius of gyration) and the change of the oscillation profile
of the form factor (refer to white arrow in SL-C18:1 in Figure S3) suggest that the platelets
may act as a reservoir for sophorolipid molecules.
The pH-dependent behavior of the monoglucose G-C18:1 drastically changes. At basic
pH, the system is formed by micelles and some polymorph giant structures.39 The slope at
low-q then gently decreases to zero at pH 7 while a sharp transition takes place below pH 7.
Interestingly, q min decreases from about 1.85 nm-1 to 1.16 nm-1 between pH 7 and 8.
Remarkably, the q min ratio before and after the transition point is about 1.59, which is close to
the theoretical value of 1.43 expected for a transition between full spherical to lamellar
objects (qR= 4.49 for a sphere and π for a lamellae), if no model assumption is made. CryoTEM data show that the micelles fuse together to form giant branched cylindrical micelles in
the narrow 7.5 < pH < 6.5 region, as also demonstrated by the Df value close to -1 in this pH
range (Figure 4). After reaching a critical concentration, they then merge into vesicles below
pH 6.6,39 in full consistency with the q min evolution, and the close to -2 value for D f in the
low-q region. This mechanism is further supported by the fact that the transition in q min occurs
during the D f evolution towards -1 and before its stabilization at about -2, thus showing that
micelles merge together into cylinders before the morphological evolution from cylinders to
vesicles. Finally, the vesicular system is very stable up to pH 4, below which a white lamellar
precipitate forms, as indicated by the presence of diffraction peaks in Figure 3.39
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Upon suppression of the double bond, one forms the G-C18:0 compound, the pHdependent behavior of which is also shown in Figure 4. At basic pH, this system contains both
micelles and giant polymorph structures with a marked -2 slope (black curve), indicating their
flat morphology. Interestingly, these objects are very stable and they increase in size and
amount upon lowering the pH. This is shown by the constant D f = -2 value below q< 0.28 nm1

throughout the pH range, by the slight decrease in q min from about 1.72 nm-1 to 1.22 nm-1

below pH 8, the ratio of which, 1.41, is in very good agreement with the theoretical 1.43
expected for a sphere-to-lamellae transition. Additional proof for a micelle-to-bilayer
transition is given by the increase in D f above q> 0.28 nm-1 between pH 9.5 and 8. Differently
from G-C18:1, the fact that the increase in D f occurs at the same time as the q min transition,
suggests that micelles coalesce and merge together into the infinite, pre-existing, bilayer
membrane, without forming intermediate structures. Another hypothesis could also be that
micelles act as an external reservoir of matter. The sheets are very stable until pH 4, below
which a white lamellar precipitate forms, as indicated by the presence of diffraction peaks in
Figure 3 and as discussed elsewhere.39
The SL-C18:0 system in Figure 4 shows a hybrid behavior with respect to the other
glycolipids. At basic pH, micelles coexist with platelets.39 Interestingly, the platelets are less
stable towards decrease in pH than in SL-C18:1, as shown by the fast decreasing low-q signal
at pH< 10. Upon approaching the transition pH for this system at pH ~7.4, the slope
undergoes a sharp increase with the simultaneous appearance of the diffraction peak (Figure
3) indicating the formation of twisted ribbons.42 q min undergoes a large shift from 1.92 nm-1 to
0.60 nm-1 (better highlighted by the arrows in Figure 3) respectively before and after ribbon
formation. The latter value corresponds to an indicative size of about 10 nm, a value
consistent with the ribbon cross-section of about 12-15 nm measured by cryo-TEM.42 Given
the sharp transition between the micelles and the ribbons, one can make the hypothesis that
micelles act more as a reservoir of matter for the ribbon than as a real precursor, an hypothesis
which will be commented upon later.
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Figure 4 – On the left-hand ordinates of each plot it is reported the pH-dependent evolution of the fractal
dimension, D f , estimated above and below a critical q-value indicated in each plot and different for each
compound. On the right-hand ordinate of SL-C18:1, Rg (radius of gyration) is plotted against pH. For GC18:1, G-C18:0 and SL-C18:0 system, Rg cannot be determined straightforward, the minimum of the
form factor oscillation, q min (see Figure S2 for more details), as a function of pH is also reported instead
on the right-hand ordinates. “X” refers to the concomitant presence of giant polymorphic structures with
micelles in the basic pH region of G-C18:1 and G-C18:0 samples.39

pH-dependent evolution of fit parameters.
To go further, we have performed a pH-dependent simulation of the SAXS data using
simple core-shell ellipsoid of revolution model, useful to interpret the structural changes of
the micelles with decreasing pH. In Figure 5 we report the scattering length density (SLD), R,
T and core and shell aspect ratio along with the χ2/Npts.
When looking at the data evolution with pH for the SL-C18:1 sophorolipid, one can
observe a stable radius and an increasing thickness; interestingly, upon approaching the
transition pH 7, the core aspect ratio is strongly enhanced, indicating the formation of
elongated micelles, while the shell aspect ratio shrinks to zero. This result is in agreement
with previous data collected on salt-containing SL-C18:0 sophorolipids in water at pH below
7 under static conditions.41 The same sample has been used here and in ref. 41. This set of
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data shows a local molecular redistribution within the micelle itself upon decreasing the pH,
that is upon increasing the amount of COOH groups; decreasing the amount of COO- groups
consequently reduces electrostatic repulsion between the charged carboxylate, and one
expects a reduction of the micellar local curvature, the effect of which is a local redistribution
of sophorose from the axial to the equatorial region. The intrinsic value of the packing
parameter (p= 0.36) of SL-C18:139 then seems to drive the formation of the elongated
micelles at low pH.
The pH-dependent data of glucolipid G-C18:1 shows a two-fold increase in the radius
and an important increase in core aspect ratio, meaning an increase in the ellipsoid length.
This morphological change is in agreement with the formation of giant cylindrical micelles,
outlined earlier on the basis of a D f analysis, and previously shown by mean of cryo-TEM
data. This continuous evolution of spherical towards cylindrical micelles and eventually
vesicles shows the tight structural relationship between the micelles at basic pH and the
vesicles at acidic pH.
The monounsaturated glucolipid G-C18:0 shows similar features in terms of radius
and thickness evolution, but it also shows that the core aspect ratio is constant throughout the
pH range, thus confirming the strong stability of the micelles down to pH 8. This also
confirms the previous hypothesis according to which a direct transition from micelles to
bilayer membranes occurs without intermediates, probably via a direct micellar fusion or a
transfer of amphiphile. Similarly, the pH-independent stability of the micellar structural
parameters (Figure 5) for the monounsaturated sophorolipid SL-C18:0 until the formation of
the twisted ribbon at pH ~7.4 confirms the hypothesis that in this system micelles play a
minor role in the ribbon formation, probably acting as a reservoir of matter. Interestingly, the
micelles composed of both monounsaturated compounds, G-C18:0 and SL-C18:0, display the
strongest structural stability towards pH changes, if compared to the monounsaturated
compounds.
Finally, the most interesting feature for all systems, discussed in detail later, is
probably the pH-dependent evolution of ρ s (Figure 5). In the case of sophorolipids, the
starting ρ s values are comparable for both SL-C18:1 and SL-C18:0 samples and higher than
for the glucolipids. In addition, ρ s for sophorolipids seems to decrease with decreasing pH
while it clearly increases for glucolipids in the vicinity of the corresponding transition pH
values.
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Figure 5 – pH-dependent evolution of the core-shell ellipsoid of revolution model fit parameters. SLD:
evolution of the fitted scattering length density; Fit quality: evolution of the χ2/Npts quality control
parameter. SL-C18:1, SL-C18:0, G-C18:1, G-C18:0 panels: evolution of the core radius, shell thickness
(where applicable), core and shell (where applicable) aspect ratios for the core-shell ellipsoid of revolution
form factor model (the details of the model are given in the Supporting Information).

The drawback of the data in Figure 5 is the limited validity of the ellipsoid model in
the vicinity of the transition pH for all systems except SL-C18:1. To confirm the ρ s trends, we
have also modeled the bilayer region below the transition pH. Figure 6 shows the pH-driven
evolution of the micelle/membrane ratio (x, in Eq. S3) between unity (micelles only) and zero
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(membrane only) with decreasing pH, nicely demonstrating the quantitative morphological
evolution from micelles to bilayer membranes (vesicles or infinite sheets). As for the
corresponding SLD, the pH-dependent evolution of ρ s (the shell SLD in the ellipsoids) and ρ f
(the face SLD in the bilayer) combined in a single set of data before and after the transition
pH value is plotted in Figure 6. The data confirm and actually complete the evolution
presented in Figure 5: the pH-dependent increase of the SLD in the hydrophilic region for the
glucolipid compounds.

Figure 6 – Left-hand panel: pH-dependent evolution of the micelle-to-membrane ratio, x, evaluated using
Eq. S3 and the methodology of which has been given in the Supporting Information. Right-hand panel:
pH-evolution of the shell SLD, ρ s , and face SLD, ρ f , for the G-C18:1 and G-C18:0 glucolipids (0.5 w%). ρ s
refers to the SLD of a core-shell ellipsoid form factor used to model the data in the micellar stability
region and identified by the star symbols. Core radius and shell thickness are additional free variables. ρ f
refers to the SLD of a core-shell bicelle form factor used to model the data in the bilayer membrane
stability region and identified by the circle symbols. Face thickness and membrane length have also been
set free in the fitting process. More details on the fitting procedure are given in the Supporting
Information.

SLD of the hydrophilic region (shell or face) is strongly sensitive to hydration in both
the ellipsoid and bicelle models: upon hydration, the value of SLD decreases while upon
dehydration, SLD increases. According to the data presented in Figure 5 and Figure 6, it
seems that the hydrophilic shell/water palisade undergoes dehydration in both glucolipids
when pH decreases, while the opposite occurs in the presence of sophorose. We believe that
under basic pH conditions, the presence of the carboxylate group, besides influencing the
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local curvature due to electrostatic repulsion, also contributes to the hydrophilicity of the
carbohydrate shell in all compounds, also due to the presence of the sodium counterion, which
brings between 4 and 8 water molecules; 49 monosaccharides like glucose are known to have a
small hydration number, less than 3, 50,51 while this value was estimated to be above 18 for
sophorolipids in acidic pH medium in the presence of RbCl.41 These assumptions indicate that
upon lowering the pH and subsequent formation of COOH groups, the contribution of sodium
to carbohydrate hydration becomes less important, and under these conditions one can
reasonably expect the natural hydration layer of the sugar to become the main source of
structural water, which is higher for sophorose than glucose, as it results from the SLD trends.
In pH-responsive lipidic systems similar arguments have been specifically used to explain
lamellar (low curvature) to hexagonal (high curvature) phases. Li et al. 52 have developed a
model for anionic lipids mixed either with neutral or cationic lipids showing that the pHdependent instability of vesicles is highly dependent on the membrane composition and in
particular on the flow of counterions and their hydration shell. When these move away from
the surface, the bilayer curvature decreases because the effective surface area of the lipid
decreases. When hydrated counterions approach the surface, on the contrary, higher
curvatures are stabilized. Their model fits well both previous experimental results by Hafez et
al. 53,54 and our own data, which can be considered to come from a mixture of an anionic
(COO-Na+) and neutral (COOH) lipid mixture, of which the composition continuously
evolves with pH. The mechanical deformation of lipid membranes due to water
addition/removal has been known for a long time under the name of “osmotic stress”, first
described by LeNeveu 55 in 1977 for lecithin bilayer and later exploited by many other
authors.14,56,57 In particular, Rand et al.14 have shown that a variation of osmotic pressure is
also able to modify the curvature radius of a lipid bilayer from lamellar to hexagonal, thus
explaining from a fundamental point of view Li’s52 model and, most likely, our own data.
In view of the discussion above, we then believe that the stronger water-withdrawing
effect induced by pH in the glucose-based compounds contributes, at the same time as the
reducing inter-COO- electrostatic repulsion and Na+ removal, to decrease the effective area
per headgroup. Under these condition, the hydrophilic headgroups come closer together.
According to the simple packing parameter model, one can explain the formation of objects
with a lower curvature, as this is the case for the lipid membranes with respect to the starting
micelles. The calculated packing parameter for G-C18:1 is about 0.72,39 which, combined to
an additional water-withdrawing effect occurring during lowering the pH, can largely explain
the micelle-to-cylinder-to-vesicle transition observed for the G-C18:1 compound. However,
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the sudden bilayer formation and the strong stability of the micellar regime observed for GC18:0 cannot be explained using these arguments. The different behaviour in the structural
evolution in the vicinity of the transition pH between these two systems is also clear from the
plot of the micelle and membrane structural parameters (radius vs. shell thickness and length
vs face thickness), the details of which are given in the Supporting Information. Figure S4
shows a nice, continuous, overlap between the micellar radius (~0.6 nm) and shell thickness
(~0.8 nm) with the bilayer membrane length (~1 nm) and respective face thickness (~1 nm)
with pH for the G-C18:1 sample. On the contrary, a clear structural evolution inconsistency
exists between the micellar radius and shell thickness with respect to the bilayer membrane
length and face thickness for the G-C18:0 sample.

Formation of bilayer structures
G-C18:1 and G-C18:0 samples share a similar local bilayer structure, although the
former assembles into a vesicle while the latter into an infinite bilayer. The assemblying
pathway is also different. Micelles composed of G-C18:1 fuse into wormlike objects which in
turn merge into disks; on the contrary, micelles composed of G-C18:0 are stable towards pH
and serve as reservoir for the infinite growth of a pre-existing flat structure. If a common
point is the presence of a flat bilayer at a given pH, characteristic for each molecule, what is
the driving force that induces the disk bending in the G-C18:1 case and disk growth for GC18:0? We should recall that this behavour is valid at room temperature, that is above and
below of oleic acid and stearic acid melting temperatures respectively (13°C for oleic and
69°C for stearic), the fatty acid components of, respectively, G-C18:1 and G-C18:0.39
To attempt explaining the pH-dependent behaviour of these two compounds at room
temperature, one could refer to the work by Leng. et al.,17 who elegantly explained the
micelle-to-vesicle transition mechanism in a lecithin-bile salt binary system. They have
shown how this is overall governed by kinetics but, at a local scale, by the lecithin
(neutral)/bile salt (charged) ratio and salt concentration. They discuss the role of bile salt as an
“edge-actant”, an edge stabilizing agent, 58 responsible for the stability of the bilayer
membrane towards growth and, eventually, closure into vesicles. Bile salt preferentially sits at
and stabilizes the outer edges of the the lecithin membrane, contributing to reduce the local
line tension, caused by the exposure of the hydrophobic chain of lecithin to the aqueous
environment. The interplay between the lecithin-rich membrane disk growth and increase in
line tension governs the instability of the disk at its edge and consequent the closure into a
vesicle. Authors define a vesiculation index, V f , which is proportional to the membrane radius
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and line energy and inversely proportional to the bending energy of the membrane. For V f < 1,
flat membranes are stable but for V f > 2, vesicles become stable. In between, both membranes
and vesicles are stable. Qualitatvely, vesicles form whenever the bending energy of the
membrane is small, that is for elastic, flexible, objects, and upon growth (large membranes are
easier to bend). To this logic phenomenon, one should add the contribution of line tension; at
high values of line tension, V f increases and vesicles form, occurring for those systems in
which no edge rim stabilizes the membrane: vesicle formation is then preferred towards a
stable membrane. If, for a given compound, the bending energy is constant while the
membrane radius evolves with time, the edge stability will depend on the area fraction of
edge-actant in the rim (which will in turn depend on the volume fraction of the edge-actant in
solution) and salt concentration. Large amounts of edge-actants in the rim stabilize the rim
itself by exposing the charged hydrophilic headgroups towards the solvent, instead of the
lecithin hydrocarbon chains, while large amounts of salt screen the electrostatic repulsions
between the edge-actants (charged) headgroups, thus contributing even more to membrane
edge stability. Leng et al. could show that for large amounts of area fraction occupied by bile
salt (the edge-actant) in a lecithin-composed membrane, and for a given salt concentration, the
membrane becomes highly stable even at radii as large as 200 nm (very small V f values). The
higher the salt in solution, the more stable the membrane.
If we apply the main conclusions of the above study to the glucolipid systems
presented here, provided certain hypotheses developed in the Supporting Information, we find
one strong analogy: the pH variation practically imposes a continuous evolution in the COOH
(neutral)/COO-Na+ (charged) proportion in solution, a parameter which is analogous to the
lecithin (neutral)/bile salt (charged) ratio described by Leng et al.17 At pH> 10 (100%
ionization degree of the fatty acid), both G-C18:1 and G-C18:0 systems are composed by
more than ~95% (by number) of micelles, as estimated by the micelle/membrane ratio
customized model (Eq. S3) used to generate the data in Figure 6. The remaining ~5% account
for large objects responsible for the low-q scattering signal present in Figure 2. Data in Figure
2 and Table S1 also show that G-C18:0 is able to stabilize highly curved, spherical, micellar
aggregates, while the presence of a monounsaturated double bond (G-C18:1) destabilizes the
system enough to form slightly ellipsoidal objects. By increasing the COOH/COO-Na+ ratio,
the difference between both systems becomes more pronounced as G-C18:1 continuously
forms infinitely long cylindrical micelles (strong increase in aspect ratio (core) in Figure 5
and D f approaching -1 in Figure 4), while micelles are stable and remain spherical in the GC18:0 system (constant core aspect ratio in Figure 5). These differences indicate that: the high
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flexibility of the hydrophobic core for G-C18:1 (room temperature, RT> T M of oleic acid,
13°C), the smaller inter-COO- repulsion contribution and the decreasing surface area per
hydrophilic headgroup due to water-withdrawing effects, permit the unidimensional micellar
growth. On the contrary, the stiffer saturated fatty acid (RT<< T M of stearic acid) does not
allow the same core flexibility and spherical micelles are eventually more resistant towards
the COOH/COO-Na+ ratio and hydration evolution. However, at a critical COOH/COO-Na+
composition, a sharp morphological transition must take place to reduce the system energy
and to take into account the new geometrical constraints. Below the respective transition pH,
each glucolipid finds itself in a membrane geometry, however, G-C18:1 forms vesicles (V f >
2) while G-C18-1 infinitely grows into large sheets (V f < 1). If one relies on the model in ref.
17, two parameters play a crucial role in this system, the bending energy and line tension. The
use of a saturated fatty acid (stearic acid in G-C18:0) with a high melting temperature (69°C)
compared to room teperature seems to be responsible for the formation of a highly stable
bilayer membrane, stiff and with a high bending energy, contributing to reduce V f .
Meanwhile, the line tension must also be very small to account for such stable sheet structures
even for “infinite” membrane radii. This is possible for an important concentration of charged
species at the edges of the membrane covering an important rim area fraction. The G-C18:0
system seems to better accommodate to high curvatures (at the rim) than G-C18:1, as also
demonstrated by the fact that G-C18:0 forms highly stable spherical micelles, while G-C18:1
forms ellipsoidal and cylindrical objects; we then make the hypothesis that the membrane
edges in the G-C18:0 system are rich in COO-Na+, thus preventing high line tension and
consequent closing of the sheet into a vesicle. On the contrary, the amount of COO-Na+ in the
G-C18:1 system is most likely diluted throughout the membrane rather than being localized at
the rim, the main reason being the higher fluidity of the oleic acid tail, the T M of which is
lower than room temperature. These mechanisms are summarized in Figure 7.

Figure 7 - Scheme illustrating the pH-driven self-assembly of G-C18:1 and G-C18:0 glycolipids in water at
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room temperature. x and y represent the fraction of COO- and COOH groups during pH change. Unless
otherwise indicated, experiments have been done at room temperature (RT). The T m for oleic acid
(contained in G-C18:1) is 13°C while the T m for stearic acid (contained in G-C18:0) is 69°C.

This hypothesis does not explain all of our observations. At pH values below 5-6,
the overall content of COO-Na+ glucolipid species becomes very small and vesicles should
form for all systems, which is not the case. To explain this phenomenon, we speculate that a
critical radius exists and above which the bilayers are so large that even for high line tension,
the energetic cost to bend them into a vesicle is so high that the flat membrane configuration
is still preferred. We should emphasize the fact that below pH= 5, the G-C18:0 sheets
precipitate into a lamellar phase, just as found for G-C18:1. This effect seems to go in the
sense of the previous hypothesis. In the G-C18:1 system, the residual COO-Na+ are
homogeneously distributed in the entire bilayer membrane, helping to stabilize the vesicle
mild curvature, as observed in ref. 17 for diluted bile salt systems. When all carboxylate
groups are protonated, the vesicles curvature becomes so small that a lamellar phase
eventually precipitates. Finally, we must recall that if these experiments are performed at T<
13°C, G-C18:1 forms flat bilayer sheets, while if performed at T> 69°C, G-C18:0 forms
vesicles,39 thus showing the direct importance of membrane flexibility in relationship with the
fluidity of the hydrophobic region. Even though this is not a direct proof, these additional data
suggest that if the mobility of the charged lipids within the membrane is affected, it is possible
to control their local concentration and eventually the long-range curvature of the bilayer
membrane. This was shown by other authors. Madenci et al. 59 have built a model on lecithin
and bile salt mixtures confirming Leng’s observations and, at least from a qualitative point of
view, they do show that the end-caps of bilayer disks are richer in bile salt, while lecithin is
distributed in the bilayer. Other works on catanionic surfactant mixtures also imply
partitioning of lipids at a molecular level, as proposed in ref. 60,61,62 and shown by means of
contrast matching small angle neutron scattering.61

Additional insigths into the mechanisms of formation.
Superimposing the pH-dependent SAXS data presented in Figure 3 shows an
interesting, very unique, feature: practically all systems have at least one value of the
wavevector q which is constant throughout the variation in pH. This invariant is commonly
called “isoscattering”, or “isosbestic scattering”, point. Even if a similar scattering behaviour
has been reported for several systems both in SAXS 63,64 and XRD 65 studies, for instance in
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heat-induced aggregation and gelation of β-lactoglobulin and ovalbumin mixtures,63 or
temperature-induced structural modification of poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) hydrogels, the
real significance of an isoscattering point, although generally attributed to microphase
separation processes, is still unclear, and in particular the meaning of the isoscattering q-value
itself (please refer to the Supporting Information for more details). In spite of a better
interpretation of isoscattering points in the literature, we apply the formation of stable
“nanopockets” (synonym term to micro-domain employed in ref. 64) reported in the literature
to the systems studied here. The SL-C18:0 system displays a narrow q iso interval (Figure S5)
centered at 0.56 nm-1 (11.21 nm), corresponding to the size of several micellar aggregates (at
basic pH) and, approximately, the cross-section of a single ribbon.42,38 We speculate that the
presence of an isoscattering point could also indicate the existence of a nucleation and growth
mechanism starting from the nanopockets formed at basic pH. This hypothesis seems to be
confirmed by complementary standard TEM analysis performed on a grid on which the intial
ribbon growth stages has been quenched (see experimental section for details). Figure 8A-D
presents a large number of fibrillar objects of which the size does not exceed few
micrometers. Meanwhile, in Figure 8E,F larger objects compos a dense network of entangled
fibers. The entire set of images nicely demonstrates the fact that the same grid contains SLC18:0 fibers at an early and late stage of formation. A closer look at Figure 8A-D illustrates
the presence of a large number of aggregates all having a point in common: each one has a
“bouquet”-like morphology, with a dense elongated center (dotted squares in Figure 8B,C)
and a fibrillar ramification on both extremities. The arrows in Figure 8C,D draw the attention
on how these “bouquet”-like aggregates connect together via their fibrillar ramifications to
eventually form a broader network (Figure 8D). Objects with a high fibrillation density in
Figure 8E show that their development can also occur on a single nucleation site, which can
phagocytize nearby germs. Eventually, mid-sized fibrillar pellets indefinitely grow both by
fibrillation and aggregation into very large aggregates (Figure 8E). The presence of large
spherical fibrous pellets has been demonstrated before in cryo-TEM experiments collected on
as-synthesized SL-C18:0 sample at acidic pH,43 thus indicating that the observation method
preferred in this work does not influence the formation mechanism of the fibers.
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Figure 8 – TEM images collected on a copper TEM grid containing a drop of SL-C18:1 sample at pH 11
(0.5 w%) and locally exposed for few seconds to a 0.1 M HCl solution. The drop is immediately dried and
the grid is analyzed as such. All images come from the same grid and they have been tried to be collected
in the grid region at the opposite of the point of injection of HCl.

At basic pH, the SL-C18:0 is composed of micelles and, in minor amounts, of
platelets. Two hypotheses can then be formulated. Clusters of micelles start to form upon
lowering the pH, becoming the nucleation point of the fibers. The core size of the nucleation
point/nanopocket would remain constant, thus providing the isoscattering point in SAXS
experiments. This mechanism seems to be in line with previously reported mechanisms for
amyloid fibrillogenesis and in which micellar aggregates are believed to be both the
nucleation point and reservoir. 66,67,68 However, one can wonder which is the driving force for
micelles to spontaneously aggregate into nanopockets. To overcome this question we
formulate a second hypothesis according to which the platelets constitute the seed from which
the fibers nucleate and develop. Against this hypothesis one should highlight the fact that the
platelet aggregates disappear with lowering pH, as shown by the diminishing low-q signal
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between pH 12 and pH 10 on the SL-C18:0 sample in Figure 4. However, that signal is related
to large (several micrometers) platelet aggregates and not to a single platelet, as shown in ref.
38. On the contrary, other arguments support the second hypothesis. Similarities are found in
the formation of twisted/helical ribbons from gemini surfactant systems, which form platelets
in the presence of a racemate mixture of D-, L-tartrate counterions but they form ribbons in
the enantiomeric excess of one or the other.13

More generally, recent studies on the

fibrillation mechanism of silk fibers (using SAXS/WAXS/Raman), 69 peptide nanotubes
(using SAXS, cryo electron tomograghy and cryo TEM)16 and amyloid fibers (Monte-Carlo
simulation) 70 all seem to exclude the nucleation process from micelles, but rather converge
towards an aggregation/conversion (for silk and amyloid) or oriented attachment (peptide
nanotubes) set of mechanisms. We conclude then that micelles, present at basic pH, serve as
reservoir of matter, but not as nucleation points. This is shown in the scheme in Figure 9,
which also reports the micellar structural evolution for the SL-C18:1 sophorolipids for matter
of comparison.

Figure 9 - Scheme illustrating the pH-driven self-assembly of SL-C18:1 and SL-C18:0 glycolipids in water
at room temperature. x and y represent the fraction of COO- and COOH groups during pH change.

Conclusion
This work unravels the pH-dependent self-assembly mechanism of a set of four
glycolipids bearing a single glucose and a sophorose headgroup and oleic, or stearic, acid as
lipid backbone. These structurally related compounds are obtained directly, or indirectly, from
the fermentation process of the yeast Starmerella bombicola. All four compounds form
spherical, or ellipsoidal, micelles under basic pH conditions due to the strong electrostatic
repulsion between the COO- groups. The structures of the micelles mainly vary in terms of the
glycolipid distribution within the micelle itself. Upon lowering the pH of the solution, each
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glycolipid follows its own pathway towards a different structures. We have used pH-resolved
in-situ SAXS using synchrotron radiation to follow the morphological changes; the SAXS
data have been thoroughly analyzed using both a model-independent and a model-dependent
approach. The pH-dependent analysis of the slope in the low-q region informs on the nature
of the large aggregates, while the evolution of the minimum of the form factor oscillation,
q min , informs on the morphology changes. Then, we have modelled the micellar region using
a core-shell ellipsoid of revolution form factor using an inhomogeneous shell, necessary to fit
part of the data. Finally, when appropriate, we have used a core-shell bicelle model to fit the
membrane morphologies (vesicle, bilayer).
We find the following:
-

G-C18:1 system: micelles are ellipsoids at basic pH and they elongate and merge into
cylindrical and wormlike objects, which in turn fuse into large disks in the narrow pH
region between 7.5 and 6.5. This is promoted by: 1) the fluid hydrophobic region
(RT> T m ); the intrinsic value of the packing parameter (0.72); 3) the dehydration
process. 4) High line tension at the disk extremities promoting vesicle formation at
pH< 6.2. 5) Formation of a lamellar phase below pH 4, presumably when all COOturn into COOH.

-

G-C18:0 system: micelles are spherical and very stable in a broad pH region. They
coexist with a small fraction (about 5%) of large flat objects which experience a
sudden increase in size below the transition pH= 8. Micelles either fuse in the
preformed membranes or dissolve to provide matter for the bilayer growth. In all
cases, they seem to act as a reservoir. The bilayer does not bend into vesicles but it
rather grows infinitely into extended bilayers, possibly because of the edge-stabilizing
effect of the edge-actants, composed of the residual glucolipid bearing a COO- group.
A lamellar eventually phase precipitates presumably when all COO- groups are
replaced by COOH.

-

SL-C18:1 system: micelles are ellipsoids with a given sophorolipid distribution inside.
Upon lowering the pH, the chain fluidity, the strong hydration of sophorose and the
packing parameter (0.36) drive the formation of elongated ellipsoids, although with a
different distribution of sophorolipids inside, thus forming coffee-bean like objects.41
If platelets are also reported to coexist with micelles at basic pH,43 they disassemble
with lowering the pH and serve as a source of matter for micelle rearrangement.

-

SL-C18:0 system: micelles are spherical stable objects until the transition pH. The
formation of the ribbons occur at pH 7.4 from, we believe, preformed nanoscale
27

platelets serving as nucleation points.43 Micelles serve as a source of matter for ribbon
formation. The driving force for ribbon formation is still unclear but it could be related
to the bulky sophorose perturbation effect during the formation of a flat bilayer.
In the end, this work is a didactical illustration of the complexity of the self-assembly process
of a stimuli-responsive amphiphile and during which many concomitant parameters play a
key role at different stages of the process. We believe that this work should provide a step
forward in the prediction of such complex systems.
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